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good morning ladies and gentlemen                                               
welcome to NASA theologian delighted to                                         
have you today sorry we're a few moments                                        
late getting started here but we want to                                        
get right into questions and delighted                                          
to take your biblical theological and                                           
worldview questions we've got one to                                            
begin with if it comes from John and                                            
Towson happy to take this question has                                          
to do with mark chapter 8 verse 28 where                                        
the scripture says they answer John and                                         
they answered John the Baptist but some                                         
say Elias and others one of the prophets                                        
you of course recognize this passage of                                         
Scripture whom do men say that I am John                                        
the Baptist well but some say Elias and                                         
others one of the prophets now what we                                          
are concerned about here what the                                               
question relates here is why is one                                             
capitalized one of the prophets not the                                         
beginning of a sentence obviously it's                                          
there's no period there so this is a a                                          
interpretive capital letter obviously                                           
referring to deity why did they do that                                         
well let's take a couple of looks and                                           
see at two things here first of all                                             
let's look into the Greek and we are                                            
going to find here in the Newberry                                              
interlinear in verse 28 I will increase                                         
the size here a little bit there we go                                          
now verse 28 they answered subject-verb                                         
here's their answer direct object John                                          
the Baptist others it'll answer to liest                                        
others answered but hey 'no one tom                                             
prophet on one of the prophets okay                                             
nothing in there that makes reference                                           
necessarily to deity in the greek of                                            
course as you know the greek does not                                           
have capital letters so the capital                                             
letters on pronouns are in this case a                                          
reference is completely interpretive                                            
let's look for example at                                                       
the Youngs literal but others one of the                                        
prophets they do not capitalize it let's                                        
let's look at new American Standard                                             
while we're here but others one of the                                          
prophets not capitalized let's look at                                          
Darby while we're here and Darby also                                           
goes with the King James he says one of                                         
the prophets now let's add one more                                             
thing here so we know that there's                                              
nothing in the Greek that is necessarily                                        
shouting out you know that this is                                              
reference to deity so let's look at the                                         
treasury of Scripture knowledge which of                                        
course we do on fairer occasions on many                                        
occasions and when we look there it                                             



refers to several places but it does not                                        
go to one of the prophets okay now let's                                        
take a look at this passage in Matthew                                          
chapter 16 I suppose and take a look as                                         
they come to Caesarea Philippi here we                                          
go                                                                              
who do men say that I am excuse me let                                          
me back up right here who do men say                                            
that I the Son of man I am                                                      
verse 14 some say that John the Baptist                                         
some Elias and Jeremias or one of the                                           
prophets let's look into the again the                                          
Newbery Greek interlinear and we're                                             
looking at verse 14 and do you notice                                           
there Heena                                                                     
Tom profit on profit on exactly the same                                        
as a matter of fact let's take this                                             
particular Greek phrase here and let's                                          
look up that Greek phrase in the                                                
scripture Matthew 16 mark 8:28 that's                                           
the two passages that we looked at                                              
so in mark King James has gone capital                                          
Oh one of the prophets in Matthew it's                                          
gone smaller lowercase o and that's                                             
one of the prophets what's up with that                                         
well what's up with that that's a good                                          
question John appreciate your keen eye                                          
in noticing that first of all clearly I                                         
Matthew the interpretation here is that                                         
one of the prophets actually is that let                                        
me find a verse here the the reference                                          
is Deuteronomy chapter 18 verse 15 where                                        
Moses is speaking and Moses says the                                            
Lord thy God will raise up unto thee a                                          
prophet                                                                         
capital P a prophet from the midst of                                           
thee and a thee of thy brethren like                                            
unto me unto Him ye shall hearken so                                            
Moses gives this clear word there's                                             
going to be a profit that profit is the                                         
one to whom you shall hearken he is                                             
going to be one of your brethren he is                                          
going to be like unto me a leader of the                                        
people leading them if you will from                                            
slavery into into freedom into the                                              
promised land speaking a little more                                            
metaphorically there then what Moses was                                        
called to do at that point but when we                                          
get to again to mark chapter 8 verse 28                                         
I think that the King James translators                                         
are saying okay what the people are                                             
actually saying is you might be John the                                        
Baptist you might be Elias or you might                                         
be that one of the prophets                                                     
that's is is referred to that that is                                           
the one among the prophets if you will                                          
the one who of the prophets is the                                              
prophets unto whom we hearken so as they                                        
translated mark the King James                                                  
translators were saying it looks to us                                          
like some people are saying he's the                                            
Messiah one of the prophets being                                               



going back to Deuteronomy is a reference                                        
to the Messiah now why didn't they do                                           
that in Matthew                                                                 
honestly I can't tell you why they                                              
didn't do it in Matthew verse 28 again                                          
in mark and one others one of the                                               
prophets and he said but whom do you say                                        
that I am Peter said thou art the Christ                                        
that is to say Peter said you are the                                           
one but once again if we go to Matthew                                          
others one of the prophets but who do                                           
you say I am thou art the Christ almost                                         
the exact wording that is given there                                           
through that now let me get myself into                                         
trouble for just a moment I think this                                          
is testimony that that there's no need                                          
to take the King James Version as the                                           
inerrant translation these are                                                  
differences and they are fundamentally                                          
theological differences one is saying                                           
hey the prophet to come the prophet of                                          
all prophets and the other is saying                                            
maybe Hosea maybe you know Malachi maybe                                        
one of these others that's a different                                          
thing they did it all in their                                                  
determination on the capitalisation one                                         
of the reasons I like the King James you                                        
say ah I'm done with it I'm going to an                                         
American Standard                                                               
well you just picked a bigger bucket of                                         
mess right there so don't jump from the                                         
frying pan into the fire                                                        
but one of the things I like about the                                          
King James is they are very hesitant to                                         
use this kind of capitalization                                                 
typically as you know they do not                                               
capitalize references to deity in                                               
pronouns every now and then there's one                                         
that is so clear that they have done it                                         
but typically they don't they just say                                          
that's up to you here why didn't they do                                        
it I would love to be able to go back                                           
and find their translators notes and                                            
find you know the discussion that they                                          
had on market chapter 8 verse 28 and                                            
figure out why they                                                             
but the truth is I don't have those                                             
notes and so I don't know why they did                                          
it there is a measurable difference                                             
that's given there and that's what we                                           
have to look at and what we have to                                             
consider and I think the the point if we                                        
want to bring it down to a point here                                           
the point is any capitalization any                                             
punctuation is translators work not from                                        
the original and therefore all of it                                            
every period every comma every paragraph                                        
every bit of versification and and a                                            
chapter enumeration every bit of it must                                        
be interpreted yourself you've got to                                           
take a look at it you've got to do some                                         
some homework to it every quote for that                                        



matter quotation marks all of that has                                          
to be done in that manner thank you for                                         
that question also a question that arose                                        
from yesterday dandy one on youtube had                                         
a question that I had been talking about                                        
actually John chapter 14 in my father's                                         
house are many mansions and I used the                                          
word mance there to talk about the place                                        
where the clergy might live and we were                                         
talking about manses and parsonage --is                                         
and those kind of things if you miss                                            
that you can go back to yesterday's                                             
broadcast but in the process I was                                              
speaking of parsonage --is and I said                                           
that parsonage saved this ministry now                                          
he later in the broadcast asked me what                                         
did you mean by saved this ministry but                                         
I had forgotten I said it and so I                                              
didn't know what the reference was and                                          
so I asked him to clarify and he did                                            
clarify and so we I went back and I                                             
realized okay it was a parsonage that                                           
saved this ministry by this ministry I                                          
was referring to the Taos First Baptist                                         
Church actually and a parsonage saved                                           
Taos First Baptist Church the Taos First                                        
Baptist Church had gotten down to eight                                         
or ten people it was considering closing                                        
its doors didn't know how to call a                                             
pastor                                                                          
who wants to come and be a pastor in a                                          
little town full of people who have                                             
rejected a judeo-christian worldview and                                        
what's going to happen well the church                                          
that I was pastor at at the time                                                
partnered with Taos First Baptist and                                           
said wait a minute don't do it and we                                           
were able we as in the k/t church were                                          
able to send a young man Nathan Britton                                         
to be the pastor here and for a time we                                         
totally paid his salary and then later                                          
on that went down over a three-year                                             
period until the church here then was a                                         
was paying the salary                                                           
but we could not have done that that is                                         
we as in First Baptist Church of Cady                                           
and we as in Taos First Baptist Church                                          
really could not have done it had the                                           
church here not had a parsonage for for                                         
starters a housing is very expensive in                                         
Taos New Mexico and it just would not                                           
have been possible it's partially                                               
expensive because of government                                                 
regulation who you know saving us all                                           
from all sorts of problems and end up                                           
creating problems one after another they                                        
create problems by the boatload and I'm                                         
always worried when the state                                                   
legislature is meeting and they are                                             
meeting right now so pray for New Mexico                                        
our gas will go up our housing will go                                          
up breathing air maybe stargazing will                                          



go up who knows but with all of that I                                          
mentioned that smaller churches need a                                          
parsonage because they will always be                                           
able this is my belief they will always                                         
be able to find a pastor if they have a                                         
parsonage it could be a retired man                                             
who's living on Social Security and                                             
would like a cheap place to live and                                            
he's a great pastor and he's served well                                        
I could not have come here I would say                                          
had it not been a parsonage after three                                         
years Nathan Britton went on get closer                                         
to family he's in Ohio now serving the                                          
Lord there and they asked me to help                                            
find another pastor and I did but I                                             
could not have done that without a                                              
parsonage to come when I lived in the                                           
parsonage for two years as we you know                                          
of                                                                              
and got everything or in in order in                                            
Randy white ministries and Taos First                                           
Baptist Church and all the things that                                          
you know just finding a house that's                                            
affordable I was able to move out Nathan                                        
lived in the house for a time and now we                                        
would not have Corey and Miranda here if                                        
it were not for a parsonage because they                                        
make no money and they would not be able                                        
to do that if they had to pay rent and                                          
honestly we wouldn't be able to afford                                          
the rent to do it but we've got this                                            
house so if you're a small Church get a                                         
house keep the house in good order the                                          
house I think is that small churches                                            
greatest asset it will enable the church                                        
always to be able to get a pastor now                                           
the second thing beyond that is you're                                          
you if you're a tiny church you might                                           
have to help have some help recruiting a                                        
pastor because they're all gonna say                                            
well nobody wants to go there a little                                          
tiny you know pipsqueak little church                                           
never gonna amount to anything that's                                           
because of the church growth movement                                           
and the poison they've put about what                                           
churches ought to be but nonetheless                                            
good I appreciate that question there it                                        
looks like we are having some broadcast                                         
problems via Vimeo and Facebook so we're                                        
on YouTube today and appreciate all of                                          
you who are with us there on YouTube                                            
okay our special this week by the way is                                        
still going on and that is this book                                            
right here there really is a difference                                         
and it's regular 1095 and we are selling                                        
this book for 30% off of the regular                                            
1095 price when you use coupon code                                             
Wednesday we don't care if it's Thursday                                        
do it on Wednesday and you will get that                                        
I think that might expire midnight                                              
tonight or something so now's the time                                          
to get that book at dispensational                                              



publishing dot-com and once again let's                                         
see here we've got Anthony down in                                              
Corpus Christi if no Kingdom passages in                                        
the gospel refer to nor are ever offered                                        
to the Gentiles would that not follow if                                        
requests                                                                        
the assumption that hell is not                                                 
necessarily a potential for Gentiles as                                         
well okay so that is taking the                                                 
assumption that hell was kind of                                                
opposite of Kingdom and Kingdom not                                             
offered therefore hell not offered on                                           
some of these questions would be so nice                                        
just have a an ongoing dialogue here to                                         
make sure I'm interpreting the questions                                        
correct now I would say that in the                                             
Gospels as a matter of facts really                                             
going all the way up through probably                                           
Pauline doctrine hell as we know it as                                          
the lake of fire                                                                
was not something we completely knew                                            
about it almost doesn't matter because                                          
we knew about a place separated from God                                        
we knew about a place of torment we knew                                        
about a place where the fire is not                                             
quenched and they worm never ceases so I                                        
think if we want if we generalize that                                          
and call it hell I don't see any problem                                        
with it there now I think that what you                                         
have through the scripture is the                                               
understanding that a person from the                                            
beginning with Adam with the sin of Adam                                        
you have the understanding that a person                                        
and there were no Gentiles in were no                                           
Jews there there were just people so a                                          
person would die and because of Adam's                                          
sin would be separated from God                                                 
I don't know that Adam understood that                                          
there would be an eternity or what he                                           
understood there we're not really told                                          
until later                                                                     
I suppose that what that we get into the                                        
eternality but all through the Old                                              
Testament scripture there's certainly                                           
the understanding that when they die                                            
they go to the grave but when you study                                         
the grave and we have done that once a                                          
number of years ago and if you go to                                            
our website Randy white ministries dot                                          
orgy you see here's this lesson about                                           
all about shield there's a two-part                                             
lesson here all about shield                                                    
so shield is the grave and we could                                             
there's two hours worth of information                                          
there about shield but they understood                                          
they died they went to Sheol as that                                            
doctrine was revealed and developed                                             
throughout the pages of the Old                                                 
Testament they did understand that                                              
she'll is a place of separation from God                                        
she'll is a place of waiting Sheol is                                           
the place of the dead when we get into                                          



the Gospels we understand even more from                                        
our perspective what they understood                                            
we're not exactly sure but we understand                                        
even more that the rich man died and he                                         
went to Hades Hades is the Greek version                                        
of the word Sheol so he went to Sheol if                                        
you will                                                                        
Hades and he was in torment Lazarus died                                        
the poor man and he did not go to heaven                                        
he went to Paradise or Abraham's bosom                                          
which was also Hades or she'll but we                                           
understood there were two sections of it                                        
and there was this great chasm now the                                          
understanding then from what we can tell                                        
from Scripture is that this was not                                             
always what was going to be because as                                          
we get at least to the time of Daniel                                           
and I think even very early on in the                                           
time of Job we see in job hints and                                             
Daniel just explicit remarks to the                                             
resurrection and in Daniel chapter 12 we                                        
see verses 1 and 2 at that time shall                                           
Michael the Michael stand up let's see                                          
here let's go down to the end of that                                           
verse verse 2 and many of them that                                             
sleep in the dust of the earth that is                                          
their dead they shall awake some to                                             
everlasting life some to shame and                                              
everlasting                                                                     
contempt so we had the idea at least by                                         
Daniel the time of the exile it had been                                        
revealed that they went to Sheol but                                            
that was not permanent there was going                                          
to be a resurrection and at that                                                
resurrection some would go to                                                   
everlasting life some would go to                                               
everlasting contempt so that included                                           
the Gentiles and there was the                                                  
obligation then to do what you could do                                         
in order to make sure that your                                                 
resurrection was to everlasting life not                                        
to everlasting contempt they would have                                         
understood                                                                      
I think everlasting life there to be in                                         
the millennial period to be what we now                                         
call the millennial period to be raised                                         
into the kingdom because really in the                                          
Old Testament there is no description of                                        
heaven there's a description of paradise                                        
earth the the wolf lying down with the                                          
lamb all those Kingdom descriptions are                                         
given there so they're going to be                                              
raised into the everlasting life of the                                         
kingdom others who who don't come into                                          
that they will be raised into                                                   
everlasting contempt so I don't think we                                        
can follow that assumption then to say                                          
hell is not necessarily a potential                                             
because I think when we go back to Adam                                         
we see that are all through the pages of                                        
the Old Testament as we put that                                                
doctrine together and it'd be very                                              



interesting to come up with sometime a                                          
history of the doctrine of hell if you                                          
will a biblical unveiling when do we                                            
know what I think Joe began would give                                          
us some insight that would be very early                                        
on but there was the understanding that                                         
all people Jews and Gentiles would go to                                        
Sheol there they would await the                                                
resurrection and at that resurrection                                           
then some would go to everlasting                                               
contempt even to the Jewish people now I                                        
don't think that in the kingdom excuse                                          
me in the Gospels we have this offer                                            
that you can have the Kingdom today I                                           
think that beginning with Peter                                                 
there is the offer you can have the                                             
kingdom today                                                                   
beginning with Peter there's that offer                                         
that says that you know if we repent                                            
times of refreshing shall come as the                                           
third chapter of Acts that those times                                          
of refreshing or the promised rest shall                                        
come and Peter says it can happen right                                         
now even without dying it can happen                                            
right now you take in the Gospels we                                            
would have to look at this a little bit                                         
but I think in the Gospels the the                                              
understanding again as always looking                                           
for the resurrection I know that he'll                                          
be raised up in the last day Lazarus his                                        
sister says and so the the the concept                                          
there was second coming resurrection                                            
it's going to happen Peter comes then                                           
and offers it on that very day                                                  
appreciate that question and I do want                                          
to say that would love to have you                                              
tonight by the way all of you tonight at                                        
7 p.m. mountain time                                                            
that's 8:00 p.m. central 9 for those of                                         
you on the East Coast who stay up late                                          
and we will be studying the book of                                             
Galatians we're coming into the sixth                                           
chapter of Galatians tonight and we'll                                          
be thrilled to have each of you tonight                                         
if you can join us as we come really to                                         
the home run stretch of the book of                                             
Galatians and looking forward to that                                           
then also before I go to our next                                               
question I'll remind you one more time                                          
that we've got this on special there                                            
really is a difference Renauld showers                                          
and use coupon code Wednesday at                                                
dispensation of publishing com you will                                         
save 30 percent I think that probably                                           
makes it the cheapest you find anywhere                                         
for a new copy of it on the internet                                            
okay I think maybe we got our tech                                              
problem taken care of which by the way                                          
was not a problem on our end from what I                                        
can tell but was Vimeo acting up and not                                        
sending the feed on through Facebook and                                        
whatnot but now we're back everywhere                                           



ready for your biblical theological and                                         
world worldview questions appreciates                                           
in there okay let's see we've got an                                            
opening for questions how about that if                                         
you've got a question send it in right                                          
now this is a good time to do it because                                        
we are open and it didn't help that half                                        
our people were unable to get logged in                                         
and let's see I'm gonna take a a                                                
question that came in from advant in                                            
advance and here we go                                                          
this is from John and Lynchburg and the                                         
question is let's see it says doing a                                           
study on Joshua                                                                 
the book of Joshua has a question about                                         
Joshua chapter 5 verse 13 the captain of                                        
heavens army the captain of the Lord's                                          
army since the meaning of the word angel                                        
is messenger I would consider he says                                           
the soldier who appeared in John 5:13 as                                        
the captain of heavens army as a                                                
messenger and thus an angel or a                                                
messenger all theologians I've research                                         
contributes the first angel in the Bible                                        
to be the one who came to Daniel I                                              
disagree I think the first messenger was                                        
the captain of heavens army the angels                                          
message it was to tell Joshua who is in                                         
charge of the coming battle and the Lord                                        
not Joshua that was to tell him that the                                        
Lord is in charge not Joshua I am going                                         
to partially agree and partially                                                
disagree but let's go to Joshua chapter                                         
5 verse 13 and asked the question who's                                         
the angel of the Lord in Joshua 5:13 and                                        
the scripture says that it came to pass                                         
that I came to pass when Joshua was by                                          
Jericho that he lifted up his eyes and                                          
looked and behold there stood a man over                                        
against him with the sword drawn in his                                         
hand and Joshua went unto him and said                                          
art thou for us or for our adversaries                                          
he said nay but as the captain of the                                           
hosts of the Lord am I now come                                                 
and Joshua fell on his face to the earth                                        
and did worship and said unto Him what                                          
saith my lord unto his servants ok the                                          
captain of the hosts of the Lord let's                                          
bring up the Hebrew interlinear here and                                        
take a look at how it is put here and                                           
let's go                                                                        
let's go down to verse 14 he said                                               
neither basically it's translated here                                          
as nay no is it you know I'm neither I                                          
I'm not I'm not for you for your                                                
adversaries I'm I've got a different                                            
manner and he says here all of this                                             
hyphenated word here the commander of                                           
the army of Yahweh right there you see                                          
the name for God though in the last four                                        
letters right what yhw H is have we                                             
would put it yell way and now I have                                            



come and Joshua then fell on his face                                           
okay now I I that you Baba how's that                                           
there are those who say the first time                                          
you see an angel is in the Book of                                              
Daniel and when you see in Daniel                                               
chapter 9 Gabriel come down let's let's                                         
look up and see if we can find the much                                         
follow along here we're going to find                                           
angel and we want to look in the King                                           
James looking for angel and we see                                              
Genesis 16 verse 7 the angel of the Lord                                        
now the reason that many don't go with                                          
this as an angel and this is angel of                                           
the Lord through all of this but the                                            
reason they don't go with that is                                               
because as an angel is because                                                  
the angel of the Lord when it is used                                           
with the definite article in the Old                                            
Testament is typically viewed as not an                                         
angel like Gabriel but rather an angel                                          
like as in the the pre-incarnate christ                                         
the angel of the Lord is actually Christ                                        
showing up when you get to Exodus                                               
chapter let's see 3 verse 2 the angel of                                        
the Lord the angel of God which went                                            
before the camp of Israel I think you                                           
could give very strong arguments that                                           
all of these are pre incarnate versions                                         
of the Lord Jesus Christ and so you get                                         
to it when you come to judges 13 6 the                                          
countenance was like the countenance of                                         
an angel of God let's look at that in                                           
judges 13 6 in the Hebrew excuse me                                             
his appearance the appearance of okay so                                        
it is not you know the the reason                                               
they've gone with an is because it's                                            
actually that Hebrew letter right there                                         
is the definite article so it is the                                            
angel of God but typically we don't have                                        
that coming up with Elohim as it is here                                        
it's typically with Yahweh and so that                                          
one I think is questionable but                                                 
nonetheless you could go down and you've                                        
got 200 there are so times but as you're                                        
going down and you begin to look at                                             
these you do see some an angel that you                                         
could take a look at to try to determine                                        
you know who is this the angel of the                                           
Lord and with Elijah for example some of                                        
these like here an angel and adverse                                            
it is the angel again these typically                                           
are taken to be the Messiah and through                                         
all of that the Messiah so when you come                                        
down to that really the first time in                                           
history even if not in chronology of the                                        
way the Bible's put out but you get                                             
Daniel chapter 3 verse 28 who hath sent                                         
his angel now there are many who believe                                        
with Shadrach Meshach and Abednego that                                         
is also the Lord that appears there and                                         
Daniel chapter 6 verse 22 that could be                                         
the pre-incarnate Lord so all of that to                                        



say the reason that you you know here                                           
we've got 200 references to an angel and                                        
somebody says it's not till Daniel well                                         
the reason for all that is those are all                                        
interpreted to be christophany 'z some                                          
of them again question mark should that                                         
be a christophany or should that not be                                         
but the first verifiable in on the                                              
calendar in that kind of chronology the                                         
first verifiable time you get an angel                                          
is when Gabriel is sent in Daniel                                               
chapter 9 even in Daniel chapter 6 the                                          
names all of the Lord shut the mouths of                                        
lions that could be the again the                                               
pre-incarnate christ is there now if                                            
that's the case you get a lot of                                                
pre-incarnate christ in the beginning                                           
was the word the Word was with God the                                          
Word was God                                                                    
and so it's not terribly a surprise that                                        
we would find him there showing up from                                         
time to time as the angel of the Lord as                                        
Melchizedek the one who had no lineage                                          
no mother no father we see these in                                             
there now to go back again to the                                               
question in Joshua as we hit Joshua                                             
chapter 5 verse 14 and you have the                                             
captain of the host of the Lord now this                                        
does become an interpretive matter John                                         
I think that you might be right and you                                         
might be wrong you might be right that                                          
this is an                                                                      
angel I agree with you that this is no                                          
normal man                                                                      
and so this angel of the lord's army                                            
captain of the Lord's army the question                                         
is could that also be the Lord when you                                         
look at this so you've got the captain                                          
of the host of the Lord and prince is in                                        
the margin let's check this word captain                                        
and let's look up and see how its                                               
translated sometimes in the yeah the                                            
Prince the chief the captain the keeper                                         
and I suppose when you the ruler yeah I                                         
was gonna say when you get down to the                                          
Book of Daniel again this is one that                                           
comes 421 times so we got lots of                                               
illustrations of it it probably is the                                          
same word that is used if the prince who                                        
is to come for example and yeah prince                                          
typically in the prophetic and prince is                                        
one who is going to be on the throne but                                        
is not yet                                                                      
so here the captain the ruler the prince                                        
it's a governmental word if you will now                                        
I agree with you totally the captain of                                         
the Lord's army is not like you know                                            
General Sherman or someone like that                                            
he's not just a man not even a General                                          
Eisenhower he's not that kind of person                                         
who's certainly not a colon Powell so                                           
well it can't be human therefore it has                                         



to be angelic right there's there's your                                        
conclusion to there I agree with you but                                        
could it actually be a pre-incarnate                                            
picture of the Lord is the Lord Jesus                                           
Christ the captain of the Lord's the                                            
father's army when you look at this I'm                                         
the captain of the host of the Lord the                                         
army of the Lord and I now come and                                             
Joshua fell on his face and did worship                                         
and said to him what saith my Lord unto                                         
his servant and the captain the Lord so                                         
said unto Joshua loose thy shoe from thy                                        
foot for the place                                                              
on their standest is holy and Joshua did                                        
so now the fact that this angel accepts                                         
worship and says this is holy ground I                                          
think says this is not an angel who does                                        
not allow worship throughout the                                                
scripture but it is actually a                                                  
pre-incarnate version of the Lord thanks                                        
for your question and your friendship                                           
appreciate that okay getting back got                                           
all of our feed coming in now sorry                                             
those of you who may have missed at the                                         
beginning of the prog broadcast but here                                        
we go from Anthony is everlasting life                                          
offered in the gospel historically                                              
ascribed to in John and let's see is it                                         
is it described to Kingdom life yes I                                           
think so                                                                        
whether in the Gospel of John you will                                          
have everlasting life or as we looked at                                        
earlier we see the phrase obviously in                                          
Hebrew but we see it in Daniel chapter                                          
12 verse 2 as well that some will be                                            
raised to everlasting life and of course                                        
Daniel's very much a kingdom book                                               
talking about that fifth kingdom after                                          
the four kingdoms the fifth kingdom that                                        
will destroy all and will be the kingdom                                        
that are set up by God in the kingdom                                           
that will last forever and they will be                                         
raised into everlasting life I think                                            
that up through the Gospels Matthew Mark                                        
Luke and John so all of the Old                                                 
Testament and obviously it develops an                                          
ill testament but all of the Old                                                
Testament and then all of the Gospels                                           
their understanding of Kingdom life was                                         
excuse me of everlasting life was                                               
kingdom life they were one in the same                                          
if you will and to get into the kingdom                                         
was to enter into eternal life they                                             
didn't know about what we today would                                           
call eternity future you remember that                                          
that didn't come until John received the                                        
revelation in Revelation chapter 22 so                                          
they knew about the kingdom they didn't                                         
even know there was this thousand-year                                          
phase of it so it wasn't called the                                             
Millennium                                                                      
then it was just called the kingdom the                                         



kingdom of God the coming kingdom and so                                        
too to enter into that kingdom was to                                           
enter into eternal life I think if you                                          
take there's not as much of this in John                                        
as there is Matthew Mark and Luke but if                                        
you take some of the questions that are                                         
asked for example by the rich young                                             
ruler he wants to know how to inherit                                           
eternal life and those questions are                                            
mixed with how do I enter into the                                              
kingdom I think by the way this is why                                          
so many modern evangelicals have mixed                                          
Kingdom with heaven because they saw                                            
eternal life kingdom that was together                                          
up through in the Old Testament up                                              
through the Gospel of John even into                                            
acts that was all one thing and so they                                         
kept it one thing but now under under                                           
pauline revelation we understand that we                                        
are absent from the body and present                                            
with the lord not in hades anymore not                                          
even in paradise but we are with the                                            
lord and there is an eternal life in                                            
heaven and we know about eternity future                                        
the streets of gold which none of them                                          
ever knew about you notice that you know                                        
they never sang in their synagogues you                                         
know there's just a mansion just over                                           
the hilltop and it's mine oh yes it's                                           
mine they didn't sing those songs                                               
because they did that had not been                                              
revealed yet so they were looking for                                           
Kingdom life they were looking in                                               
Kingdom life not only to be saved from                                          
their sins because they would be and                                            
they knew that was the ultimate problem                                         
but also let's see I believe if we go to                                        
let's see Luke chapter 1 and yeah Luke                                          
chapter 1 verse 71 Zechariah is                                                 
celebrating the fact that the Messiah is                                        
coming and Zechariah John the Baptist                                           
father says that we should be saved from                                        
our                                                                             
enemies and the hand of all that hate us                                        
so they are equating eternal life to the                                        
kingdom being saved from our enemies and                                        
even Acts chapter 1 I believe it's verse                                        
6 the Apostles asked wilt thou at this                                          
time restore the kingdom to Israel this                                         
is what the Apostles were looking                                               
forward to to the kingdom so I do think                                         
that everlasting life can be                                                    
historically ascribed and is                                                    
historically ascribed to Kingdom life                                           
all through the Old Testament and                                               
through Matthew Mark and Luke and John                                          
up until even in the book of Acts up                                            
until the time of Paul worthy of                                                
checking there but I appreciate that                                            
Scott says how can there be actual faith                                        
without theology as is the seeming                                              
situation with so many Christians good                                          



point here so Scott is saying thanks for                                        
using the chat box there by the way                                             
Scott is saying that there are                                                  
Christians                                                                      
got that in quotes who you know yeah I                                          
believe in I believe in Jesus and and                                           
apple pie - and they don't have any kind                                        
of theological grounding to really know                                         
what they believe in so can you have                                            
faith when you don't know anything if I                                         
could put it that way and you know I                                            
think to a degree the answer is no                                              
here's the here's the challenge                                                 
what amount of theology do you have to                                          
have in order to have faith now of                                              
course the Calvinist I'm not one of                                             
those but the Calvinists have said well                                         
God just gives us faith and so you                                              
wouldn't need theology in that case                                             
because you're one of the elect I'll be                                         
utterly dismissive of that                                                      
and we've done plenty of segments on                                            
that so if you've got to know some                                              
theology how much theology do you have                                          
to know in order to have faith I you                                            
know I think that we don't want to go                                           
too far there I don't think that we have                                        
to understand Old Testament Kingdom                                             
theology and how eternal life was                                               
equated in the Gospel of John with the                                          
kingdom and all those kind of things you                                        
can certainly be saved without that I                                           
think that there is a childlike faith                                           
though Jesus was speaking of the kingdom                                        
there in that regard I think that we can                                        
understand that in order to place your                                          
faith in Jesus Christ                                                           
it does require faith and it requires a                                         
childlike faith so that's not a vast you                                        
know seminary degree worth of knowledge                                         
I hate to use such a cheap illustration                                         
but but you have to know Jesus is                                               
eternal he's the son of God he there's                                          
the Father Son and the Holy Spirit that                                         
God has sent Jesus who lived a perfect                                          
life and then died as a sinner having                                           
taken sin upon himself that that sin is                                         
paid for that he now lives again so he's                                        
not dead anymore he's ascended and                                              
sitting at the right hand of the Father                                         
and he's going to come again someday and                                        
that God is offering then salvation                                             
through the work of Jesus Christ would                                          
you place your faith there now obviously                                        
if we were sitting around the round                                             
table and having a discussion on this                                           
and coming up with something we want to                                         
put in print we might put a little more                                         
thought to it but basically you've got                                          
to at least have that and that is                                               
theology no doubt about it                                                      
there is theology proper about God                                              



there's Christology there there's hermit                                        
ology about sin there's soteriology                                             
how's a person saved so you've just got                                         
to have that I think by the way for                                             
little children we ought to teach them                                          
theological lessons we need to be                                               
teaching them about the Trinity we need                                         
to be teaching them about the the fall                                          
of man and how that is separated                                                
us from God we need to be teaching them                                         
about a coming Savior that was promised                                         
in Genesis chapter 3 verse 15 so you're                                         
right can there be actual faith without                                         
theology I don't think so                                                       
I think that there's a lot of people who                                        
just ascribe to Christianity but they                                           
can't really tell you what it is I think                                        
I mentioned a couple weeks ago that I                                           
think if it is profitable to ask a                                              
person are you a Christian and they may                                         
say yes we live in a society in which                                           
they may not do that as much anymore but                                        
then they say yes yes I'm a Christian                                           
then that just opens up the door because                                        
that doesn't tell me anything if they                                           
tell me I'm a Christian but the next                                            
question does so then I say and and I'm                                         
always very careful not to add anything                                         
to it and I'm not very good at not                                              
adding things to it I always just say                                           
these three words based on what if they                                         
give me an affirmative answer yes I'm a                                         
Christian then I say based on what now                                          
that gives me their theology and you're                                         
exactly right Scott if they don't have a                                        
biblical theology then what they call                                           
Christianity is not Christianity and                                            
what they're placing their faith in is                                          
not Christ                                                                      
so theology as you say there is I think                                         
utterly important to under to being able                                        
to have faith you have to have faith in                                         
both something in someone someone the                                           
identity of Jesus Christ                                                        
something the completed work of Jesus                                           
Christ and it's it's more far more than                                         
just uh Turing his name if that was all                                         
it took you know let's just teach our                                           
children the first words they have to                                           
say is Jesus Jesus Jesus there's just                                           
something about that name right and                                             
there is something about that name but                                          
what is it what's the something about                                           
that name we got to know so I in effect                                         
agree with you I just I think the only                                          
the only danger is that those of us like                                        
Scott and I who love theology                                                   
we want to be careful not to require                                            
more theological knowledge than actually                                        
is required to be able to place your                                            
faith in Jesus Christ Joel in Grand                                             
Rapids how do you see the faith of                                              



Christ in Romans 322 in Galatians 2:16                                          
and 20 the new versions exchange in for                                         
of do you understand this to be a change                                        
in the whole meaning of the passage                                             
let's look at Romans 3 verse 22 I am                                            
fairly familiar with the righteousness                                          
of God which is by the faith of Jesus                                           
Christ let's go to the new American                                             
Standard over here and here you see it                                          
right there the faith in Jesus Christ                                           
I do believe to read your question there                                        
do you understand this to be a change to                                        
the whole meaning of the passage yes                                            
that's fundamentally different the faith                                        
of Jesus Christ or the faith in Jesus                                           
Christ one of those is faith that Jesus                                         
Christ has the other is the faith that I                                        
have in Jesus Christ therefore might I                                          
say that I'll say this bluntly both of                                          
these are not the Bible because they say                                        
different things fundamentally different                                        
things and as you look at it here again                                         
going in the Romans passage the faith of                                        
Jesus Christ now let's look right here                                          
at the Greek here and let me show you                                           
just a little bit now you see this green                                        
here that is not really green that is                                           
actually yellow and blue together which                                         
makes green but you see a little bit of                                         
the yellow behind there and the yellow                                          
means it's a genitive if I put that two                                         
over down at the bottom of screen there                                         
you see genitive now genitive singular                                          
masculine okay a genitive tells us in                                           
short what something belongs to and so                                          
this is the faith of                                                            
Jesus Christ you could translate it                                             
Jesus Christ's faith so let's look at                                           
that in English even the righteousness                                          
of God which is by Jesus Christ's faith                                         
unto all and upon all them that believe                                         
now you you go here and they have taken                                         
the genitive and made it to be not of                                           
but made it to be in I don't think                                              
that's good translation                                                         
I think that's bad Greek and this is the                                        
faith of Jesus Christ so what this tells                                        
us is let's look at the difference even                                         
by the righteousness of God which let's                                         
go over here to new American Standard                                           
start even the righteousness of God                                             
which comes when I have faith in Jesus                                          
Christ listen the righteousness of God                                          
does not come when I have faith in Jesus                                        
Christ I can have faith in Jesus Christ                                         
and God is righteous I can have faith in                                        
Jesus I can not have faith in Jesus                                             
Christ and God is righteous but you come                                        
here to the King James even by the                                              
righteousness of God which is that is                                           
this righteousness by the faith of Jesus                                        
Christ                                                                          



how does let's consider let's see I                                             
believe it's verse 22 2nd Corinthians                                           
chapter 5 verse 22 he hath made him                                             
Christ to be sin for us who knew no sin                                         
that we might be made the righteousness                                         
of God in him now I think the                                                   
righteousness of God in him what did he                                         
do he became sin on our behalf the faith                                        
of Jesus Christ was Jesus saying I will                                         
be faithful it was Jesus saying I can                                           
call ten legions of angels and get out                                          
of here right now but I'm going to do my                                        
father's business the faith of Jesus                                            
Christ is not my will which is to set up                                        
the kingdom right now and forget all                                            
this but thine be done his will is that                                         
I go to the cross                                                               
the faith of Jesus Christ is very                                               
different than faith in Jesus Christ I                                          
have faith in Jesus Christ Joel has                                             
faith in Jesus Christ but we have faith                                         
in Jesus Christ because Jesus Christ had                                        
faith that is he had faith in what the                                          
father said he was faithful all the way                                         
now you get the same thing I think when                                         
you go to Galatians 2:16 Galatians 2:20                                         
that really these are fundamentally                                             
different and and and it's one of the                                           
reasons why a number of years ago I                                             
switched to the King James because the                                          
King James again is much more precise in                                        
all of these and it was Greek actually                                          
that led me to the King James when I                                            
studied the Greek I realized hey wait a                                         
minute this is a genitive you can't get                                         
that only from from studying English and                                        
by the way do we have any more spots we                                         
have two more spots says Korie and we                                           
haven't announced this much because we                                          
are very limited in the number of spots                                         
that we have but tonight after Bible                                            
study that's gonna be about 8:30 Central                                        
Time excuse me 8:30 Mountain time 10:30                                         
for those of you East Coasters it's so                                          
late we're going to have about a half                                           
hour Greek class we will be starting                                            
because Cory has to learn Greek he is at                                        
the Taos Theological Seminary we can't                                          
have him going on forever dumb as a box                                         
of rocks                                                                        
can we so we're teaching him Greek and                                          
you get to come in but we only we can                                           
only take about 10 people live online                                           
now you say I can't step to 10:30 and                                           
think Greek don't worry about it or                                             
those two might fill up and you I can't                                         
get in don't worry about it because as                                          
soon as we get about three or four of                                           
these in the bag they will come up in in                                        
archive form and you'll be able to do it                                        
at your own time in your own pace and                                           
we're even working on an option where                                           



you would have some grated feedback in                                          
all of that but if you're interested in                                         
starting a Greek class tonight's the                                            
night and you can contact us Cory will                                          
be the one that eventually gets it but                                          
send it to Randy at Randy white                                                 
ministries dot o-r-g Olson                                                      
onto him and we'll take care of that so                                         
learning these things now you actually                                          
don't have to have the Greek class to do                                        
it you can use Greek interlinear just                                           
like I did you can you can just learn                                           
okay this is what a genitive does and                                           
therefore I have to take this as a                                              
genitive you're right it does change the                                        
whole meaning of the passage and I think                                        
the King James has it correct here                                              
Michael on the chat box thank you you                                           
get a bonus if an American Indian grew                                          
old and died in the Year 100 AD and he                                          
never knew about Jesus where does his                                           
spirit go I I believe that his his                                              
spirit goes to Hades hell as we know it                                         
the lake of fire does not is not                                                
inhabited yet so nobody technically is                                          
in Hell now but he goes to that place                                           
where the rich man was were a place of                                          
torment and he goes to that place of                                            
torment and obviously this is anybody                                           
we're using the illustration of this                                            
American Indian and 100 AD but he goes                                          
there because there has been a                                                  
revelation about God even to him this is                                        
why Paul can say in Romans chapter 1                                            
that he's without excuse so he knows the                                        
American Indian 100 AD knows definitely                                         
that there is a life beyond and he knows                                        
that there is a God the American Indian                                         
and 100 AD we don't obviously have                                              
records on them but everything we know                                          
about American Indians from from from                                           
time their be and going back you know                                           
into the Mayans and the Aztecs and those                                        
cultures that are there that they they                                          
knew of the spirit life they knew of the                                        
beyond why because God had revealed this                                        
God had revealed himself now the problem                                        
and Paul describes this I'll use my own                                         
words but Paul describes this in Romans                                         
1 the problem is knowing that that is                                           
there what are you going to do with it                                          
you know the old statement with                                                 
knowledge comes responsibility so I know                                        
there's an afterlife I've got to do                                             
something about it I've got to figure                                           
this out that's important I've got to                                           
figure out the ultimate reality if you                                          
will and so they begin to search now                                            
what happens so often is that we grow up                                        
whether it is you know Michael or Joel                                          
or Anthony or Andy we grow up and we say                                        
well my mom tells me that there's a                                             



great spirit world and our ancestors                                            
live or my mom tells me that God sent                                           
His Son Jesus Christ okay                                                       
is our mom the ultimate authority love                                          
you mom                                                                         
but the truth is we are each                                                    
individually responsible to pursue the                                          
truth ourselves and so we have to come                                          
and say okay I want to test what my mom                                         
says what the Bible says what great                                             
chief says and and and go through that                                          
so there's that responsibility to do it                                         
now we tend we as in humanity tend to                                           
stop at shortcuts the quickest thing we                                         
can come up with and so that's why                                              
there's all the idol worship                                                    
yeah there's a God I see this guy bowing                                        
down to a rock that's you know carved                                           
like an eagle and he tells me it's God                                          
yeah                                                                            
okay that's it yeah that's good where                                           
you know where's the banana I can lay at                                        
his feet so we tend to go for these                                             
shortcuts see humanity tends to go for                                          
these shortcuts you see Israel did that                                         
with the golden calf a shortcut and                                             
making a visible God makes us feel                                              
better then that invisible God that                                             
seems to have taken away our leader                                             
speaking of Moses so we we so easily                                            
want to just go with a shortcut but the                                         
problem is we're responsible now I am                                           
also convinced that all of humanity came                                        
together                                                                        
you know let's go back to the Tower of                                          
Babel and they were all related they all                                        
knew the truth and yet they began to                                            
reject God in rejecting God they all                                            
came together to make a name for                                                
themselves and then God scattered them                                          
and this is why basically all religions                                         
have some degree of connection to the                                           
truth they are just perversions of the                                          
truth and the farther away you get and                                          
you know the the less you begin to study                                        
there it is                                                                     
but you they need to start traveling                                            
back and what they would find is they                                           
could have really basically easily found                                        
the God of Abraham this is 100 AD                                               
found the God of Abraham they would have                                        
discovered with the God of Abraham hey                                          
guess what I think that the God of                                              
Abraham has now revealed himself in this                                        
thing of Paul by 180 that was pretty                                            
well known and these things were                                                
discoverable therefore they are without                                         
excuse to to say anything else I think                                          
takes away the missionary spirit it                                             
takes away the truth that we are                                                
separated from God and there has to be a                                        
remedy to that separation it's not not                                          



the easiest thing I kind of you know                                            
wish it wasn't that way but if it wasn't                                        
that way the best thing would to do                                             
would be not to tell anybody let's just                                         
leave them in the dark you know in the                                          
Amazon or wherever it is the day they                                           
are let's not let him know because to                                           
let them know would push them off the                                           
fence and we certainly wouldn't want to                                         
do that okay we've got a question from                                          
Nicholas did Barnabas correct Paul my                                           
pastor uses X 1536 through 41 to the                                            
sharp disagreement of split over John                                           
Mark and then second Timothy 4:11 to                                            
show that Paul was being corrected                                              
chapter 36 some days after Paul said                                            
unto Barnabas let us go and visit our                                           
brethren in every city where we have                                            
preached                                                                        
the word of the Lord Barnabas determined                                        
to take with them John whose surname was                                        
marked but Paul thought it not good and                                         
departed because he departed verse 39                                           
the contention was so sharp between them                                        
that they departed asunder one from                                             
another so Barnabas took mark and sailed                                        
to Cyprus now let's compare that to 2nd                                         
Timothy chapter 4 verse 11 only Luke is                                         
with me take mark and bring him with                                            
thee for he is profitable to me for                                             
ministry did Barnabas correct Paul who                                          
knows I don't think you could actually                                          
determine how the rift was mended                                               
definitely it was mended does that                                              
require that Barnabas corrected him no                                          
does your pastor know that Barnabas                                             
corrected Paul no how do I know because                                         
in the Acts passage there is no                                                 
indication that it was corrected it just                                        
says there was a contention that was so                                         
sharp between them that they departed                                           
I'm sure you know that with this                                                
contention Barnabas was bound to have                                           
said look you need to forgive him what                                          
are you thinking and I'm sure Paul says                                         
this trip is too expensive we can't go                                          
on like this and risk losing him again                                          
and they did they didn't settle it other                                        
than well fine go by yourself you go                                            
that way I'll go this way                                                       
by the way it's my Sunday School lesson                                         
for this coming Sunday so no indication                                         
that Barnabas corrected him other than                                          
we could read into of obviously Barnabas                                        
would have stated his opinion and are                                           
obviously Barnabas thought Paul was                                             
worthy excuse me                                                                
mark was worthy but I don't know if                                             
that's what brought them back together                                          
the reason I don't know is because may                                          
not realize it but Acts chapter 15 verse                                        
36 right here Barnabas that is the last                                         



time we ever see Barnabas again he's                                            
done and so I don't know if Paul and bar                                        
has ever had coffee together again I                                            
don't know if they ever drink coffee but                                        
you know to say that Barnabas corrected                                         
Paul I think the best we could do is                                            
imagine how the sharp contingent must                                           
have gone and see what that was I                                               
suppose in the end                                                              
Barnabas whipped up the the instructions                                        
and went on his way                                                             
I don't know I'm glad that mark and and                                         
Barnabas excuse me mark and Paul became                                         
useful to one another once again I I                                            
don't know that we should honestly be                                           
all that concerned when there's a sharp                                         
contention between two brothers and they                                        
decide to go another way I think we live                                        
in this world that for some reason has                                          
to be kumbaya all the time and                                                  
everything has to be a peace why not                                            
leave it where the Bible left it and                                            
that is they had a sharp contention as                                          
far as I know                                                                   
Barnabas fell off the boat on their way                                         
to Pam Paleo wherever it was they're                                            
going if he fell off the boat he drowned                                        
there Mark called him up and said hey                                           
guess what you know last words you had                                          
with him or a fight and he's dead and                                           
gone and and mark says and I'm utterly                                          
sorry over what I've done and this has                                          
caused me to realize I need to be                                               
faithful to you I made all that up                                              
because I don't know now speculate it's                                         
fun I'd do it all the time we just have                                         
to be very careful not to say you know                                          
this is this is what happens should it                                          
happened what a cap and could have                                              
happen any of that through there was he                                         
corrected I don't know let's see                                                
I noticed Chuck says he just ordered the                                        
book there really is a difference and                                           
says it's on back order you are right we                                        
I think has sold sold out                                                       
maybe this morning I think there's still                                        
one or two this morning so you were                                             
sorry you're too late but you still get                                         
the price if you do it and I've got more                                        
on order and our wholesaler says they're                                        
coming and the week or so so I don't                                            
think it'll be long but hey the price is                                        
good through midnight tonight anyway                                            
and use coupon code Wednesday there                                             
really is a difference you'll be able to                                        
get that once again our time is up but                                          
always a delight to be with you I will                                          
be back with you tomorrow morning for                                           
ask the theologian tonight for the book                                         
of Galatians 7:00 p.m. mountain time and                                        
once again last call for any of those                                           
who want to be in the live Greek class                                          



it does require you to be able to attend                                        
the live session that's the purpose of                                          
it live online I don't care where you                                           
are but you do need about 8:30 mountain                                         
time to be able to log on then if you                                           
can't do that don't worry you'll do it                                          
another time and you'll be there but                                            
we're looking for some immediate                                                
feedback in questions what not that we                                          
need to go so that those who watch it                                           
later can say hey he turned around and                                          
answer that question or he said that                                            
wrong but somebody corrected him all                                            
those good things that happen when we                                           
come together see you tonight 7:00 p.m.                                         
if you want to be in part of that live                                          
Greek class Randy at Randy white                                                
ministries dot RG and I do hope you'll                                          
all go to Randy white ministries go RG                                          
see all the billion things that you can                                         
find there dispensational publishing com                                        
if you need a book and why not sign up                                          
to go to Israel where our Greece with me                                        
this year that sounds like fun doesn't                                          
it think about it god bless you we'll                                           
you                                                                             
                                                                                
                                                                                
                                                                                
                                                                                
                                                                                
                                                                                
                                                                                
                                                                                
                                                                                
                                                                                
                                                                                
                                                                                
                                                                                
                                                                                
                                                                                
                                                                                
                                                                                
                                                                                
                                                                                
                                                                                
                                                                                
                                                                                
                                                                                
                                                                                
                                                                                
                                                                                
                                                                                
                                                                                
                                                                                
                                                                                
                                                                                
                                                                                
                                                                                
                                                                                
                                                                                
                                                                                


